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A program was initiated to establish the feasibility and extent to
which slotted blade concepts can be utilized to increase the allowable
blade loadings and stable operating range of subsonic compressor stages.
As part of this program, analysis and design of the hardware required
were made. Vector diagrams for three slotted rotors with tip diffusion
factors of 0.53, 0.59, and 0.70 and three slotted stators with hub dif- I
!
fusion factors of 0.60, 0.67, and 0.76 were established. These blade rows,
along with supporting hardware such as a flow generation rotor and wall
bleed system, were then designed. F19 _J j
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SECTION I
SUMMARY
!
A program has been initiated to establish the feasibility and the
extent to which slotted blade concepts can be utilized to increase allow-
_t able blade loadings and stable operating range of compressor stages. Three
slotted rotor and three slotted stator blade row configurations will be
tested individually. The slotted rotor configurations will each be tested
with the same unslotted stator blade row, and the slotted stator configura-
tions will be tested with a representative state-of-the-art flow generation K
rotor. The most favorable slotted rotor and stator configuration as
determined from the above tests will be combined as a complete stage to i
evaluate interaction effects. !
!The analysis and design effort for this program is discussed in this
report. Vector diagrams were selected and slotted blading (65-series !
airfoils) was designed to provide three sets of rotors with rotor tip !
diffusion factors of 0.53, 0.59, and 0.70 respectively, and three sets of
stators with stator hub diffusion factors of 0.60, 0.67, and 0.76, The
,!
corresponding design inlet relative Mach numbers are 0.81, 0.83, and 0.78
for the rotor tip sections, and 0.644 at the hub for all three stator con-
figurations. A flow generation rotor and four sets of inlet guide vanes
were designed to provide the necessary inlet conditions and to permit stage i
i operation of any combination of rotor and stator, i
J !An abbreviated annular cascade slotted stator test program and a boundary
layer analysis were performed to provide preliminary slot geometry and
location design information for the single stage blading, Rotor blade slots
were located at 50% chord and stator slots were located at 55% chord. The
slots were sized according to the ratio of slot to total flow estimated
for the cascade test configurations modified by a loading parameter.
A boundary layer bleed system design was provided for the P&WA test
: rig in accordance with program requirements. Stress and vibration analyses
and exploratory tests were performed for the bladlng and the test rig to
determine and to eliminate or avoid areas of potentially critical operation.
i
It was determined that slots do not adversely affect blade fatigue life if
properly designed and fabricated.
I-I
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SECTION II !
INTRODUCTION
Advanced airbreathing propulsion systems require lightweight compact
compressors capable of high performance. These compressors must have a
4
wide range of operation, and a large stall margin, and should be insensi-
tive to inlet flow distortion. Advance in compressor technology has been
evidenced by continual increases in rotor speed, stage loading or D-factor,
and reductiop in stage length. Although further improvement is possible
through optimizations and improved combinations of the above parameters,
severe aerodynamic and mechanical limitations (such as increased losses
and decreased stall margin) are imposed as a result of arbitrarily extending
any one of these parameters beyond current design practice. It appears,
_- therefore, that significant advancement'-" [- ,:o_npressortechnology require
I (i) advanced rotor and stat_,r c,_pcepts in terms of improved blading for
,- high flow Mach numbers, (2) high lift _evices for stators and rotors, and
l i (3) a more adjustable geometly to extend the stall-free flo_ range. Pro-
gress in any of these areas n_ay result in a si-.ab]e redu,=t_q in the number
of compressor stages req. ir+_ for any specific a_plication, ,_ndan improved
compressor.
An experimental program was initiated to investigat_ _ .,-application
of high lift devices (in the i=rm _f slots) to rotors ;_'; _taf'ors. Isolated
I] airfoil and wing theory experience has shown that ," ...... _ of high-lift '_,
devices, such as slots, may incre__e the lift/drag _::,-ioof the airfoil.
" Preliminary work in the jet engine field has indicated that compressor i
range and efficiency can be increased through the use of slots. In the !
- present program, an investigation of slots will be made to establish the .--fea ibility and extent to which sl tted blade concepts can be utilized to
increase allowable blade loadings and the stable operating range of com- i
I" pressor stages. A secondary objective is to collect blade element data
for design use. To accomplish these objectives, three stator blade rows
;
I and three rotor blade rows of different loading levels will be built and i
tested individually. In the test with stators, a representative state-
_ : of-the-art rotor will be used to generate the stator inlet flow. After :
completion of the tests of slotted rotor and statnr blades, the most
favorable configuration of each will be put together and tested as a
complete stage to evaluate Ivteraction effects.
II-I
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l_e purpose of this report is to present the objectives and results
of the design effort for the slotted blading and the single stage test rig.
Three rotors, three stators, a flow generation rotor, and four inlet guide
vanes were designed. A vecter diagram analysis was performed to choose
sets of velocity diagrams for the rotors and stacors over a range of loading i
that is beyond the loading levels associated with current design practice
for state-of-the-art compressors. The rotors were designed to provide
constant stator inlet conditions to allow any rotor to be tested with any
tator.
A survey of the literature on slotted airfoils indicated that no useiL_l
'- data or design critezia were available for the application of slcts to turbo-
machinery _airfoils in cascade at relatively high Mach numbers). There-
_- fore it was decided to conduct a prelimir ry annular cascade investiga-
tion* of slotted stators to determine, in general, a preferred slot geometry
and location for the test rotors and stacors. Although the annular cascade
program was limited in scope, it was extremely useful in the selection cf
slot geometry and location, and _he results indicated a definite potential
of slots for compressor performance improvement. The results of the annular
cascade program were combined with a boundary layer separation analysis to
determine slot locations for the test blading.
The investigation of slotted rotors and stators will be conducted in i "
a single-stage compressor test rig that was designed and built by Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft for the evaluation of advanced compressor concepts. This ,_
test rig ,;_ets the overall design objective, which was to provide an en-
vironment for a stage that is similar to the middle stage of a state-
of-the-art compressor. Screens for producing radial and circumferential
d_stortions were also designed. A description of the t_t rig and the
associated test facility equipment is included in the mechanical design
section of this report.
*The results of this investigation will be pretented ira subsequent
report.
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As part of the overall design effort, a detailed evaluation was made
of blading and test rig stress and vibration characteristics. Exploratory
fatigue life tests were conducted with representative slotted blades to
determine the effect of slots on vibration and fatigue strength character-
istics. The effect of slots on flutter characteristics was also investi-
gated. Finally, various methods for the fabrication of the desired slot
geometries in the test blading were evaluated.
II-3
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(- SECTIONIII
• AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
I- A. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
[ i. General Stage Requirements
In general, the aerodynamic design objective was to provide (i) a stage
I- design representative of an advanced compressor middle stage and (2)blading|_
designs suitable for the evaluation of rotor blade and stator slots at
- selected loading levels beyond the current state-of-the-art.
Specific design requirements for the stage are listed below.
i. Blading will be designed according to the following:
a. Three rotors, three stators, a flow generation rotor,
and inlet and exit
guidenecessary vanes
b. Compatibility of the blading profile shapes with the
I! slotted blading concept, and compatibility of all rotor
and stator combinations
I c. Aspect ratio not less than 2.0 unless otherwise dictated
by mechanical design considerations, but in no event
I less than 1.0
d. Solidity representative of current design practice
I e. Slotted blading performance to be estimated in terms
of incidence angle, deviation angle, and loss[! f. Guide vane turning should be within current design
practice to ensure that no flow blockage problems
i occur.
2. An existing test rig, available for this program, will ac-
commodate a required rotor tip diameter of approximately
40 inches. The rig is designed so that blade stagge: ad-
_i jUS tmen ts and stage changes can be a c compl ished on
"_h e test
_ r
stand.
3. Provisions for wall bleed will be made on the inner and
outer shrouds of the stator rows and on the outer casing
of the rotor rows.
III-i
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4. Blade vibrational characteristics and other operational
conditions will be studied to assure mechanical relia-
bility.
2. Slotted Stator Stage Requirements
I The following aerodynamic analysis and design requirements were speci-
fied for the slotted stators.
i. Stator hub loading should cover the range between slightly
I above the upper level of current design practice (D-factor=0.60) and an arbitrary higher upper limit (D-factor = 0.75).
2. All stators should be designed with the same inlet conditionsfor compatibility with the flow generation rotor and slotted
_ rotors.
3. Stator inlet Mach number should be consistent with the upper
level of design practice for the airfoil series selected,
and should not exceed the critical value. (Because the 65-
series airfoil was being considered for stator blading, a
I stator hub Moch number of approximately 0.65 was selected.)
4. Stators should not turn the flow beyond the axial direction.
5. The flow generation rotor (i) should be conservatively
loaded to ensure a stable profile at the stator inlet,
F (2) should not turn the flow beyond the axial direction to
ensure stable operating characteristics, and (3) should have
a design tip speed within current design practice.
3. Slotted Rotor Stage Requirements
r
•Ii The following aerodynamic analysis and design requirement_ were speci-
fied for the slotted rotors.
I. Exit conditions for all rotors should be such that they
match the standard inlet condition determined for the J
stators, Thus, any rotor can be tested with any stator.
i 2. Rotor tip loading levels should bracket the range fromslightly beyond the level of current design practice (D-
factor = 0.50) to an arbitrary upper limit (D-factor = 0.70).
III-2
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3. Rotor tip relative Math numbers should be kept to the levelsi
of current design practice for 65-series airfoils (M-- 0.8).
!
B. VECTOR DIAGRAM ANALYSIS
_- i. Slotted Stators
The vector diagram analysis for the stators is illustrated graphically
in figures III-i and 111-2. Figure III-i shows stator hub D-factor as afunction of stator inlet and exit angle. The range of interest on this
plot with respect to the specified design requirements is indicated by
i_ the shaded areas. Figure 111-2 shows flow generation rotor tip D-factor
as a function of inlet guide vane swirl for values of stator hub inlet i
F
i. angle corresponding to the limits shown in figure III-I. The region of
interest on this plot is also indicated by the shaded area. The values i
of constant rotor turning were determined as t_le limiting values for this
region of interest. The objective of the analysis was to determine the
_- guide vane swirl angle (distribution) and the stator inlet angle (dis-
i
,_'= tribution) combination that satisfied both the rotor and stator loading
_ and the Mach number requirements, and resulted in the compatibility of
,_ all rotor and stator configurations. It was found in the analysis that
a nearly constant stator inlet flow angle, leading to a simple stator
- shape, could be attained without any penalty in predicted performance.!_
e0 //r
_ _=- 55 '/" i
-- Stator Exit Air Angle = 30" /
° '
Z _
,¢ 50 .... I
<:
40 I II
,¢
I I
I I
• I i
0 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
! STATOR HUB DIFFUSION FACTOR, DF
:_ Figure III-i. Vaziation of Stator Hub Loading FD 14731
with Inlet and Exit Air Angle I
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,- ROTOR TIP DIFFUSION FACTOR. DF
Figure 111-2. Variation of Flow Generation Rotor FD 14732
Tip Loading with Guide Vane Exit
Air Angle
The data required to generate curves similar to those in figures III-i
and 111-2 were obtained by means of a computer program. (Computer pro-
grams used in the analysis and design effort are summarized in Appendix C.)
Values of wheel speed and weight flow, estimated for the i,.itial calcula-
tions, were used for the computer calculations. Several values of inlet
guide vane swirl angle (distribution) were evaluated with different levels
of rotor turning and stator exit angle selected from within the predeter-
mined ranges of interest. The computer program provided numerical solu-
tions of the velocity triangles at ii spanwise locations at each axial
station.
= The results of the initial computer calculations permitted determina-
tion of definite values of inlet guide vane swirl and stator inlet angle.
Further calculations were performed with minor adjustments to swirl dis-
tribution and wheel speed to achieve the desired Mach number levels at
the rotor tip and stator hub. Velocity triangles for the three slotted
stator stages are presented in figure III-3. Vector diagram data for the
inlet guide vane, flow generation rotor, and three slotted stator con-
_ figurations are presented in Appendix B (tables B-I through B-5). Vector
. diagram data for unslotted stators are included for comparisons.
III-4
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2. Slotted Rotors
v The slotted rotor analysis was concerned with the definitions ofvelocity triangles for three inlet guide vane configurations and three
slotted rotor configurations. The problem for the slotted rotors was
i similar to that of the flow generation rotor. A curve of diffusion factor
as a function of inlet guide vane swirl angle was generated for the stator
I inlet angles determined previously, as shown in figure 111-4. The region
of interest is identified by the shaded area in the figure. It was found
that one rotor speed and flow rate would not satisfy all of the specified
retor and stator requirements. Consequently, several values of flow and
_ speed were evaluated at each loading level.
40
i
_ 8o
,,-1
Z
t. < 20
_1 lO
= kI- o • i
_-- Range of Loading -4- '
t 0 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
ROTOR TIP DIFFUSIOI_ FACTOR, D F
Figure 111-4. Variation of Slotted Rotor Tip FD 14730
Loading with Inlet Guide Vane
Exit Air Angle
Velocity triangles selected for the three slotted rotor stages are
presented in figure 111-5. Vector diagram data for the three inlet guide
vanes and three slotted rotor configurations are presented in Appendix B
(tables B-6 through B-II). Vector diagram data for unslotted rotors are
included for comparison. In addition, the design weight flow and rotor
speed are listed for each rotor.
]
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C. STAGE AERODYN/C41C DESIGN
i. !irfoil Series Selection
The 400-series airfoil was selected as the inlet guide vane airfoil
for use with the three slotted rotors because it is suitable for the com-
paratively low turning requirements and a great amount of data is available
from past use of this guide vane airfoil in compressors. The inlet guide
vane for use with the flow generation rotor has a high turning requirement,
and consequently the 63-series airfoil was c'_osen because it gives high
turning efficiently and has less chance of limiting the airflow.
The 65-series airfoil was selected for the rotors, the stators, and
the exit guide vane. This series airfoil was selected because it has
adequate thickness for slots, a suitable loading distribution, and is
!capable of operating in the required Mach number range. In addition,Pratt & Whitney Aircraft has a large amount of cascade data and compressordevelopment experience with the 65-series airfoil thus offering a sound
basis for evaluation of the effectiveness ef slots. Because of the absence
of design data for slotted airfoils as applied to turbomachinery blading,
it was not considered wise to attempt to develop analytically a more appli-
cable thickness distribution or mean camber for the selected airfoil shapes.
The basic blade profiles of the three _i=foil series chosen for this pro-
gram are shown in figure 111-6.
i
InletGuideVanes
forSlottedRotors
GuideVanes for / _
InletGenerationRotor__" --
_' Flow
63 Series
Slotted Rotors _"_- e_
and Stators
65 S
Figure 111-6. Selected Airfoil Series FD 14702
111-8
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I_ 2. Blading Design Parameters
- Solidity, thickness ratios, and aspect ratios for the selected seriesairfoils ace approximately the s me '_ose of a representative middle
stage of an existing state-of-the-art compressor.
I Rotor and stator blading trailing edge metal angles (K2) were determined
on the basis of the assumption that slots would reduce NASA standard devia-
tion by 50%. Incidence angles correspond to near-minimum loss values over
the blade span. To reduce fabrication complexity and to provide better
dimensional tolerance control, the stators and the exit guide vane were
designed with con;_tant chord and constant camber. This was possible because
the stator inlet flow angles were nearly constant, as noted earlier.
A summary of blade element geometry design parameters for all blading
I is presented in Appendix B (tables B-12 through B-22). The design data
are given at five spanwise locations, at approximately I0, 30, 50, 70,
t " and 90% span. The following parameters are tabulated: airfoil series,
io chord, solidity, camber, leading and trailing edge metal angles, incidence
! angle, throat-to-critical area ratio, deviation, loss, thickness ratio,d aspect ratio.
3. Flow Path
The flow path for the test rig was designed to resemble the middle
|I stage of a state-of-the-art compressor. This design, in conjunctien with|! the selected blading design, provided the desired Mach number conditions, f
and is consistent with the specified diameter and hub/tip ratio require- '
ments. To facilitate easier fabrication, regions of low wall divergence
were maintained as straight wall sections. A layout of the flow path, !
with pertinent axial dimensions and diameters indicated, is shown in
figure 111-7.
The flow path entrance section consists of a bellmouth inlet and
slightly converging walls through the support strut region to the inlet
guide vane station. Thereafter, the inner diameter is constant and the
outer diameter decreases very slightly to the ctator exit. The diameter
, i at the rotor tip is 40.4 inches and the hub/tip ratio is 0.804 at the
rotor inlet.
III-9
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4. Bleed System
To lessen the possibility of flow separation from the wall _ue to
' excessive boundary layer buildup, wall bleed_ on the inner and outer shreuds |
iof the stator row and on the outer casing over the rotor blade tips have
been provided. Figure 111-8 shows details of the bleed system. Air is ]
i
bled from the walls through perforated plates into cavities at the blade
tip and at the stator root and tip. These cavities (or manifolds) are
connecte _ to the second-stage test stand ejectoc with separate rotor and
stator control valves and flow measuring orifices. The ejector inlet pres-
sure design point was established at 5 psia, and the perforated shrouds
were sized for approximately 5% total bleed at design flow conditions.
Analysis of the flow through th_ perforated shrouds, which have a hole
diameter of 0.078 inch and a 5% area opening, in" ated a Mach namber of
0.25 through the holes and _ maximum shroud deflection of 0.002 inch due
to the pressure differential across the sheet. Rotor tip clearance is
0.040 inch and the calculated rotor tip growth at maximum speed condi-
tions is 0.024 inch.
Figure III-8. Ro:ating Cascade Rig Bleed System FD 14683
IIl-ll
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I_ This method resulted in geometrically similar slot configurations for
the rotating rig rotor and stator blading. Aside from general geometric
l
I similarities, the two most important criteria for slot design are
considered
L
to h_ (I) the slot exit flow angle relative to the suction surface and (2)
the percentage slot flow. Further refinements to scaling techniques shouldi
be considered in the future. For example, it should be determined whether
slot flow energy (_V2) or momentum (_V) is of primary importance. This
type of refinement can be investigated in systematic annular cascade tests.
2. Slot Location
General criteria for the slot location on a heavily loaded compressor
{ blade or stator were established a_ follows:
I. The slot should be located upstream of the point of flow
[_ separation. If the slot flow is exhausted into a separated
region it cannot effectively turn the primary flow back
toward the suction surface.
2. The slot should be located in a region where the pressure i
f
difference between suction and pressure surface is suf-
ficiently high to provide high slot flow velocity. High
slot flow energy is important to permit sufficient energy
t
addition to the suction surface boundary layer for unseparated i
flow essentially to the blade trailing edge. I
II 'From the annular cascade test program, it was learned that a slot at
55% chord was more effective than a slot at 75% chord relative to boundary
layer separation at approximately 857= chord and minimum pressure point at
23% chord. For lack of a better criterion, it was decided to maintain
[! this relative slot location for the rotating rig blading. Thus, the slot
would be located approximately halfway between the minimum pressure point
! and the separation point*. This criterion is Kenerally consistent with
the criteria listed above.
f; i
! *0.55 - 0.23 1
= 0.516
0.85- 0.23 !_
I
s
III-17 _.
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f-
_ The major problem of determining slot locations for the rotating rig
blading was therefore one of predicting the flow separation point for the
I r
'I_ three rotor and three stator configurations. This was accomplished by
! |applying boundary layer separation criteria for flow over a curved surface
in an adverse pressure gradient.* This presentation defined a l_miting
-- pressure rise (in terms of velocity) for a given Mach number, Reynolds _
[_ number, and momentum thickness at the minimum pressure point, and length
I _ of pressure rise, L. For minimum pressure point Mach numbers greater than
1.0, or Reynolds number greater than 106 , the equation for limiting energy I
i:• recovery (pressure rise) is
(1o
= 1 - = 1 - 3.24ELIM \ Smax/
For ini':ial Mach numbers less than 1.0 and Reynolds numbers less than 106 ,
[  f0o0. I+0
The momentum thickness (0) is obtained from the Blasius equation for laminar
flat-plate flow
,.o.
where _ is the distance from leadi_Lg edge to the minimum pressure poir.t.
I! Experimental show that this equation offers a good approximation of
data
the momentum thickness for flow over a curved surface in a favorable pres-
i sure gradient.
Values of limiting energy recovery were calculated for several lengths
[i of pressure rise to establish a distribution of limiting energy recovery |
I
in the chordwise direction. These calculations were performed for both I
I
root and tip conditions. The resulting values were compared with thosedetermined from theoretical pressure coefficient distributions, corrected
i_-i for compressibility, using the Karman-Tsien correction. The point of
_ separation was considered to be the chordal location of the intersection
of these two energy recovery distributions; a typical case is shown in
*/_r"! figure 111-13.
L
*Reference: Jones, B.A., 'q4ethod for Prediction of Boundary-Layer Separa-
"
tion and Growth for Application to Turbine Blade Design,
presented at ASNE Fall MeetingD Hartford, Connecticut, j
September 23-25, 1956. i
l
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1.0
_" -- Calculated from Corrected Theoretical
Pressure Coefficient Distribution
_e;_ 0.8 _ --- Predicted Limiting Values
, (Elim ffi f(f_,,Rj ))
o
_ 0.6
•
0 20 40 60 80 100
CHORD - %
Figure III-13. Energy Recovery Distribution - FD 14706
Rotor i, Root Section
Where the local Mach number exceeded i.0, an equivalent normal shock
pressure rise was assumed to occur over 5% chordal distance downstream of
the minimum pressure point. A typical case (rotor 2, root section) is
shown in figure 111-14. The chordwise separation points thus determined
for the root and tip sections of the three rotor and stator configurations
are as follows:
Predicted Separation Point
Rotor Root Tip
(90% Span) (10% Span)
I 0.91 Possible shock separation
2 0.91 Not separated
3 0.80 Not separated
/
Stator
1 0.96 O. 95
2 0.93 0.94
3 0.91 0.89
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I! 1.0 , , ,
i.
,%_,= -- Calculated from Corrected Theoretical
8_ Pressure Coefficient Distribution
[! fll:_ 0.8----'- Predicted Limiting Value. [(Elim = f(#, L, R&))I.
': I t"" i0.6 ,.. -'*""""
ssumed NormM Shock
I _= 0.2 /_" Pressure Rise
t
I! °o _o _ _ _ ,oo
CHORD -%
I" Figure 111-14. Energy Recovery Distribution - FD 14707
Rotor 2, Root Section
L The next step in the procedure was to relate
predicted separation
points to observed separation points, and apply any differences to the
_. predicted points. Observed separation points were available from the
annular cascade test results. A comparison of the predicted and measured
values for two annular cascade stator configurations is shown below:
Predicted Observed
Separation Separation
H Point Point
First stator (nominal incidence) 0.95 0.85
Second stator 0.74 0.67
(high incidence)
The differences between predicted and observed separation points were used
Ii! to determine an adjustment factor, as follows:
SPpredicte d - SPobserved
_ Sa ; SPpred Icted
where : i
_1 Sa ffi adjustment factor I|l.
SP = separation point.
!] 'Values of this factor were calculated for the two annular cascade stators, !
and are shown plotted in figure 111-15. Assuming a linear distribution !
F1 for the region of concern (between about 70 and 100_ chord), it is possible [b
111-20
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to estimate the probable separation points for the rotating rig blading.
These probable separation points are as follows:
Probable Separation Point
Rotor Root Tip
(90% Span) (10% Span)
i 0.82 Possible shock separation
2 0.82 Not separated
3 0.72 Not separated
Stator
i 0.86 0.85
2 0.83 0.84
3 0.82 0.80
0.120
i Sa = Predicted Separation - Observed Separation
Predicted Separation
=_ o.11o0
_ 0.100
I_ 0.090
,C
I0
0 20 40 60 80 I00
PREDICTED SEPARATION POINT- % Chord
Figure III-15. Separation Point Adjustment FD 14704
Factor Values
Applying the criterion for slot location relative to minimum pressure
and separation points (see the beginning of paragraph D.2) results in the
following slot locations (where separation was not indicated, a percent
chord value of 1.0 is used).
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MECHANICAL DESIGN
The mechanical design work performed under this contract consisted of
I the design of (I) compressor blading, (2) associated test hardware, and(3) a boundary layer bleed system. As part of thP design effort, a study
was conducted to determine the effect of slots on blade vibration and
fatigue characteristics.
Although th_ test rig and dr_ve system were not designed and fabri-
cated under the contract program, a description of the rig including
pertinent mechanical design information is presented.
A. BLADING DESIGN
i. Steady-State Stress Analysis
a. Airfoil
[j All rotor blade, stator, and inlet guide vane configurations were
analyzed to determine stresses due to centrifugal loads and/or gas bending
loads. A computer program that calculates blade element slrloads and _ec-
tion properties at ii radial stations was used in the analysis. Ai_!oads
were integrated spanwise, and airfoil section propertie_ were linearlyfaired to mathematically reproduce the _elationship between fluid forces
and blade geometry. Gas bending stresses were calculated at the leading
and trailing edges and on the convex surface at the point of maximum thick-
ness. The zestorlng effect of the centrifugal forces that tends to reduce
gas bending stresses was rotor stress analysis.
considered in the The net
gas bending stress and centrifugal tensile stress were added to yield the
i total blade stress. The rotor and stator configurations that had the highest
calculated stress level were reevaluated with a slot that extended from
I-; approximately 5 to 95Z span and located at the 50_ chord position. Thel| result_ of this analysis are given in cable _V-I. As shown in the table,
the steady-state blade element stresses were found to be well within the[I design lim£ts for the materials considered for both elotted and unslotte'
airfoil sections.
[]
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5. Distortion Screens
!
The _ffects of radial and circumferential inlet flow distortion on 1
slotted compressor blading performance will be evaluated under the program.
i
The distortion requirements are as follows:
i. Radial: outer two-fifths of the annulus area
2. Circumferential: 90 degrees of the annulus !
V - V .
max mln
3. Velocity distortion: V = 0.232
max
The velocity distortion specified above was calculated on the basis
of a total pressure distortion of 0.15 at an average Mach number of 0.60.
An area-average total pressure was determined for the required radially
distorted profile, and the maximum and minimum velocities were subsequently
calculated assuming a constant radial static pressure.
The radial distortion flow conditions for the single stage rig flow
path are illustrated in figure 111-9. The distortion screens are located
at the inlet support strut leading edge for conve,=_ence of installation
and modification. The required velocity distortion will be measured at
instrumentation station 0. The distortion screen configuration was i
determined in the following three steps, i
I. Calculate total pressure distortion at the station 0 Mach
number condition ¢M = 0.33).
2. Assuming isentropic flow and no mixing across the two parts
of the distorted profile between the screen location and
station 0, calculate the equivalent velocity distortion for
e Mach number condition at the screen location (M = 0.268).
3. Calculate the required screen area (height) on the basis of
the predetermined flow rates in both parts of the distorted
profile and the velocity distribution determined in step 2
above.
111-12
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flnlet Strut r--lnlet Guide
Flow Separation _ l ITM [ _
! _-_P.min
I Distortmn Station 0 Vmin
' Screen Flow Distortion
I Location Measuring Stationt
, i
M = 0.268 M ffi 0.33
A =4,25 ft2 A=3.50 ft2
Vmin/vma a = 0768
Figure 111-9. Radial Distortion Flow Conditions FD 15352
The average Mach number immediately downstream of the screen was
determined in the above steps, and it was assumed that this average Mach
number existed immediately ahead of the screen. The calculated total pres-
sure loss in step i was
p - p
max min
= 0.038
P
max
! For a Mach number of 0.213 just ahead of the screen,
p - p .
max mzn
= 1.24.
1 2
70v
The screen porosity, according to data presented in I_CA CB No. L5F28
for the above pressure loss and Mach number conditions, was 4ff'/o. Screen
pressure drop data correlations obtained at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft re-
suited in porosity values of 52 and 63%. A screen porosity of 50% wii1
be used initially.
For the circumferential distortion screens a similar analysis was
made and an initial screen porosity of 50% will be used.
D. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF SLOTS
7
Slots have not previously been applied to airfoils for use in cascades
at relatively high Mach numbers. It was therefore necessary to conduct
an analytical and experimental program to establish both a reasonable slot
geometry and a preferred slot location for investigation in the single
stage rotor and stator configurations.
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A series of water tabIe tests was conducted with representative slotted
vanes in cascade, Although the overaI1 test results indicated a slight
flow turning improvement with slots (about 1 degree), the use of the water
table as a preIiminary design tooI was unsuccessful and the program was
I discontinued.
To investigate the effect of slot geometry variation and slot loca-
i tion on performance, an annular cascade program was conducted using over-i
size (chord) slotted airfoils. A slot geometry for the single stage rotor
and stator blading was selected on the basis of test results obtained from
this program. A preferred slot location relative to minimum pressure point
and separation point was also determined. Boundary layer separation
criteria were employed as a step in the determination of chordal loca-
tions of the slots in the single stage blading.(
i The methods used to arrive at slot geometry and location are discussed
in the following paragraphs.
I. Slot Geometry Selection
[! The annular cascade program included evaluation of six slot configura-
tions located at 55% chord and five slot configurations at 75% chord of a I
i_ 6-inch chord, 65-series stator vane. All tests were conducted at _pproxi- Q
[I mately design incidence. Without the slots, flow separation on the suction
surface occurred at approximately 85% chord as evidenced by surface pres-
i sure distribution and dye traces. The performance improvement for the
55% chord slot configurations was significantly better than that for the
75% chord slots. Performance results are presented in table lll-l. The "
slot configurations are presented in figures III-i0 and III-ii, respec-
tively, for the two slot locations. Slot configuration No. 9 in fig-
ure III-i0 was selected for the compressor blading because this configura-
tion provided the lowe_t wake pressure loss and the highest relative lift
. coefficient. (See table III-I.) It should be noted that the differences
in data for several of the better 55% slot -_ometries are probably within[I
_! the accuracy of the data.
The procedure for translation of the selected slot geometry from the!
IJ annular cascade stator vane to _he rotating rig bladlng was based primarily "
on maintaining geometrically similar slot configurations for different
chord lengths and chordal slot locations. Slot _eometry nomenclature is
indicated in figure iii-12. [
II_-14 i
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Table Iii-I. Annular Cascade Slotted Stator Performance
CONFIGURATION SLOT CHORDAL WAKE TOTAL LIFT
LOCATION PRESSURE LOSS rJEFFICIENT
% CHORD COEFFICIENT
i
I Unslotted 0.071 0.7]0
IA Unslotted 0.068 0.680 I
2 55 0.023 0.665
5 55 0.021 0.716
7 55 0.031 0.702
9 55 0.012 0.768
15 55 0.014 0.716
18 55 0.030 0.707
4 75 0.063 0.765
6 75 0.053 0.732
8 75 0.073 0.744
i0 75 0.130 0.661
14 75 0.125 0.705
co   .tion16[--C°n""'i°nl8
I _ Conrqluration 9
Configuration 2 _ _-- Configuration 5
MM
Figure III-i0. Annular Cascade Stator Slot FD 14678
Configurations, 55% Chord
Slot Location
ConfiIuration. 8 & I0--_ FConflluritionl 6 & 8
--_---'_'_ ---._ / F C°nfilurati°n 10
oo.,,_,,o....J
Figure III-Ii. An_ular Cascade Stator Slot FD 14677
Configurations, 75% Chord
Slot Location
Ill-IS
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Y_ - Slot Exit Dimension, Cakulated r2 - Slot Trailing Edge Radius, 0.005 in.
t • Thickness at Intersection of Slot _ and Mean Rp - Pressure Surface Radius, 1.73 (t)
Camber Line
- Angle Formed by Slot _ and Mean Camber Line
R - Coanda Radius, 0.792 (t) Translated from Annular Cascade Slot
r l - Slot Leading Edge, 0.097 (t) Configuration No.9
Yz. Slot Capture Dimension, Determined by Translating
Slope of Slot Wails from Annular Cascade 81ot
Configuration No. 9
Mean Camber Line
Cho_ Line
Cho_
Figure 111-12. Slot Geometry Nomenclature FD 14679
_le first step in the translation procedure was to locate the slot
! centerline at angle _ with the meanli_e, so that the centerline passed |
!through tNe desired chordal slot location at the suction surface.
The next step was to determine the slot flow control area (Y2 x span)
for the rotating rig blading. This was accomplished by establishing two |
7 ground rules. First for a given loading (D-factor) the rotating rig
!
blading will have the same ratio of slot to total flow as the cascade rig
blading. Second, adjustment to this flow ratio shall be made as a function
of loading such that the flow ratio increases as the loading of the rotating
rig blading rises. A description of the procedure used for slot sizing is
given in Appendix D. With Y2 determined, and r2 given, the location of Y2
(normal to the slot centerline) is fixed such that circles Y2 and r2 have
a common point of tangency (figure III-12).
The slot side walls were located by maintaining the respective angles
with the meanline that were determined from the annular cascade program.
Radii, R, rI and R were then scaled according to blade thic__.a_s at theP
intersection of the slot centerline and the mean ca_oer line. I
]
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Minimum Pressure Point* Slot Location
Rotor Root Tip Root Tip
(90% Span) (10% Span) (90% Span) (10% Span)
i I 0.20 0.015 0.52 --t |
2 0.20 0.015 0.52 0.52
I 3 0.20 0.22 0.47 0.622
Stator
[- 1 0.33 0.30 0.60 0.58
I.
2 0.28 0.30 0.56 0.5_
3 0.30 0.28 0.57 0.55
The average value of the chordwise separation point is 0.53 for the three
rotors and 0.57 for the three stators. Because this slot location pro-
cedure is not considered to be exact, and because a slot location too far
forward would be less harmful than one too far back, the slot locations
were selected as 0.50 for all rotor configurations and 0.55 for all stator
configurations.
n
1
I '
;
[!
I
, [_ *Determined from Theoretical Pressure Coefficient Distributions.
t
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{_ b. Blade Attachment
The desirability of adjusting blade stagger resulted in the rotor bladeattachment scheme shown in figure IV-I. The cylindrical root section per-
mits rotation of the blade, and the blade is held in place with a posi-
I tioning shear pin. The cylindrical blade =_ot section has a 0.60-inch
diameter with a corresponding section modulus of more than twice that of
I the airfoil section modulus. Centrifugal forces and gas bending stresses
due to aerodynamic loading were considered in the rotor blade attachment
stress calculation. The calculations were performed for a rotor speed of
6000 rpm, which is approximately 110% of design speed. The results of
[ stress calculations for the rotor blade attachment section are shown intable IV-2. Figure IV-I illustrates the blade root sections that were
considered for these calculations. Values of the ratio of calculated
- stress to yield stress, shown in the table, are within acceptable engine
design limits.
Carrier Rin )isk i
-_ 0.60 _Shear
Synch / ]
! Tensile --'__
Blade Sections for Stress Calculations
_ Shear Pin
Ring
Flow
i| •
Figure lV-l. Blade Attachment FD 14705
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Table IV-2. Calculated Rotor Blade Attachment Stresses l
TENSILE BENDING COMBINED SHEAR BEARING
TEN SILE
AND
BENDING
Calculated stress, psi 33,900 31,600 65,500 15,700 87,300
0.2% lTield point stress, 112,000 112,000 112,000 112,000 112,000
psi (AMS 5616 stainless
steel)
Stress ratio 0.330 0.282 0.585 0.140 0.780
Cylindrical root (and tip) sections were also used for the guide vanes
and stators, as shown in figure IV-2. The root and tip sections for the
stationary blading are held in place by a fillet braze weld. The stagger
of uhese blades is changed by heating the braze joint, repositioning, and
rebrazing. The maximum bending stress due to gas loading is 29,500 psi
for the stators and approximately 34,600 psi for the inlet guide vanes.
This represents a satisfactory design margin for the materials indicated
in table IV-I. The torsional stresses that the fillet-brazed joints will
T
! be subjected to were also calculated. The calculated stress was on the
i
order of 2000 psi, compared to an estimated braze strength of 20,000 psi.
! c. Rotor Disk
Steady-state stresses were calculated for the rotor disk and carrier
ring, as shown in figure IV-I. The average tangential stress of the disk
is approximately 65,000 psi at 110% of the maximum design speed, wh_ch
represents a burst margin of 59% and a yield margin of 42% for the AMS 6415
material.
The carrier ring transfers the blade loads directly to the disk. The
carrier ring has a tangential stress of approximately 50,000 psi at 110%
of maximum design rotor speed. This provides a burst margin of 83% and
a yield margin of 62%, which is well within design practice.
i and shear stresses also calculated for the carrier ringBending
were
at 110% of design operating speed. The bending stress was approximately
42,000 psi and the shear stress was approximately 15,900 psi. Thesef
= calculated stresses are also well within design practice.
1
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Reliefs to Minimize
Stress Concentration
"- Fillet'Braze to Lock in Position
Location of Maxlmum
Airfoil Stress -_---._ _L On Max Loaded Vane:
i CBending = 29,500 psi
Section A-A
! '
Figure IV-2. Typical Inlet Guide Vane/Stator FD 14703
Assembly
Carrier ring attaching bolts were spaced four times the bolt diameter
to minimize carrier ring deflection under maximum load conditions. The
axial load carrying capacity of the bolts greatly exceeds the maximum
operating axial load.
2. Blade Vibration and Fatigue Life Study
a. Vibration Analysis
First bending and first torsion vibration frequencies were calculated
for unslotted rotors and first bending frequencies were calculated for
slotted rotors and unslotted and slotted stators. The results are pre-
i sented in terms of frequency versus rotor speed in figures IV-3 through
i IV-6. The overall range of first bending frequency for the unslotted
!! rotors, shown in figure IV-3, is 400 to 600 cps between zero and 1107. of| design speed. First torsion frequency varies between about 1600 and 1700
cps at 1107. of design speed. (See figure IV-4.) Lines representing
i
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approximate factors of rotor frequency (E) are shown in the figures to
permit identification of any excitation frequencies within the operating
range such as inle_ guide vane wakes, upstream bearing support struts, or
stall zones, i-
10E
1000 / 8E
rpm
6E 4E
_ E='N"
a
2111)
j o
0 2000 4O00 6000 8000 10,000
7 ROTOR SPEED - rpm
" Figure IV-3. First Bending Resonance Diagram for FD 14721
Unslotted Rotors
= ' II1.1 '>= ,, .., //
, _or,I I1,1//,/ 1..
i"1-.oor, I I,d/_!' / /leoo t I # i . ..
I iiil -- [
'i ! ll,r/,
0
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 8000 6000 7000 8000 9000
I
! ROTOR SPEED - rpm •
i} Figure IV-4. First Torsion Resonance Diagram for FD 14722
'_i1 Unslotted Rotors
Iv-6 I
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Figure IV-5. Effect of Slot on First Bending FD 14733
Frequency, Rotor i
_, Stator 2 Slotted J
Stator 1 Unslotted--_
30OO I [ I I I /
z ' '_/ r / r /
ce Stator 1 Slotted28OO iiiii
III
o
0 I000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000
ROTOR SPEED -rpm
Figure IV-6. First Bending Resonance Diagram FD 14723
for Stators
The effect of a slot on calculated first bending vibration frequency
is illustrated in figure IV-5 for rotor configuration No. I. Because the
vibration frequency of an airfoil is proportional to the square root of
the inertia-to-weigh_ ratio, the calculated effect of the slot on vibration 'w
frequency is small.
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The results of a similar analysis for unslotted and slotted stators
are presented in figure IV-6 for stator configurations i and 2. Because
the resonant frequencies are relatively high (on the order of 3000 cps),
no vibration problems are anticipated for the stators.
b. Flutter Analysis
V
Values of flutter parameter, K ~_-_and incidence correlation parameter
were calculated for the rotors (unslotted) and compared with flutter data
for 65-series a_cfoils as shown in figure IV-7. It is difficult to assess
precisely th_ effect of slots on flutter characteristics• Exploratory
vibration tests (discussed in a following paragraph) indicated little
change in torsional frequency when a slot 4as added. The average decrease
in frequency for a double slot* results .'; an in,_rease in flutter parameter
of 13%, provided that other factors remain the same. _1ots appear to be
effective in eliminating separation at re]atively hig_l incidence values
(annular cascade results), and it is therefore probable that the flutter
regio_ indicated in figure IV-7 will be shifted upward for slotted blades.
In any case, blade vibration will be carefully monitored during operation
near stall•
30
+
_d 2.5
• _ Rotor _ 65 Series A+rfoil
2.0
1.5 Rotor 2 -
,j
+ .Q 1.0 -__ _-. Rotor 2 (Double Torsion)Flow Generation Rotor
"] _ 0.5 -
0
"_ 0 0.6 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
t
! IN3IDENCE PARAMETE" 81f
+i Figure IV-7. Blade Flutter at Design Conditions FD 14708 i!
I+
P
I *See TA_b!e XV_4.
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A particular source of concern for the slotted blading was that of
double torsion (see figure E-2), resulting from the fact that the blade
chord is effectively reduced by a factor of 2.0 with a mid-chord slot,
thus doubling the flutter parameter value when in this particular mode of
vibration. Exploratocy tests conducted at the UAC Research Laboratories
with representative two-dimensional blading (Appendix E) indicated that
the torsional vibration frequency increased by a factor of approximately
3.0, resulting in a net reduction in the flutter parameter (see fig-
ure IV-7). It is concluded from these results that the effect of a double
torsion mode of vibration will be no more serious than the flutter charac-
teristics encountered with conventional blading.
c. Fatigue Life Tests
Exploratory tests with representative middle-stage compressor blades
were conducted to de -mine the vibration and fatigue life characteristics
of unslotted and slotted air£oils subjected to first bending and first
torsion modes of vibration. Because a large number of test rotor blades
were not available for fatigue life testing, existing blades of essentially
the same size and geometry were used.
The fatigue life tests were performed in the following steps:
i. Determine first bending and first torsional vibration
frequencies for unslotted blades, and locus of maximum
stress points.
2. Determine fatigue life of unsJ_tted blades.
3. Determine first bending and first torsion frequencies for
slotted blades, and locus of maximum stress points.
4. DeterLn .c fatigue life of slotted blades.
The slotted and unslotted blade resonant frequencies are compared in
table IV-3 with the calculated frequencies. Measured frequencies obtained '_
with the representative two-dimensional blades at the UAC Research Labora-
tories are included for comparison. The measured frequencies for slotted
versus unslotted blading generally support the calculated values.
IV- 9 -_-_'-
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I Table IV-3. Comparison of Calculated and Measured
Blade Vibration Frequencies
f
1 IST BENDING FREQUENCY, iST TORSION FREQUENCY,{
cps cps
UNSLOTTED SLOTTED UNS ,OTTED SLOTTED
AIRFOIL AIRFOIL AIRFOIL AIRFOIL
Rotor i - computed values 400 370 1560
Rotor 2 - computed values 435 1600
Rotor 3 - computed values 525 1660
Representative blade- 398 to 385 to 1370 to 1140 to
test values 400 408 I'_22 1270 ;
Flat plate (2 x 3.5 x 308 310 to 1260 1156 to
I_ I/8-in.) - test values 312 1240
L_
The results of the fatigue life tests are presented in table IV-4.
" These results were obtained by imposing bending or torsional stresses at
predetermined natural frequencies starting with 25,000 psi and increasing
_ the level in 5000-psi increments until failure occurred. The results
indicate that a slot with properly rounded edges and stress relieved (glass
_. bead peening) at the slot ends to reduce stress concentrations does notsignificantly ffect b ade fatigue life.
B. COMPRESSOR TEST RIG
U
The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft (FRDC) compressor research test rig,
J available for both the annular cascade evaluation of stator slot configura-tions and the single-stage evaluation of slotted blading, was designed to
i_ simulate the aerodynamic environment of a state-of-the-art compressor :m dd e stag . Figure IV-8 shows a section view of the teat rig. Design
features of the test rig include (i) a split test section case to facilitate
]{ blade row changes at the test stand; (2) stagger adjustment capabilities
for rotor blades, stators, and inlet guide vanes; (3) annular wood filler i
'I sections to provide the design flow path; and (4) a throttle vane system.
!
The rotor assembly is supported by a forward (roller) bearing that pro- l
_] vides radial support and a rear (double-ball) bearing that provides both
radial and axial support• A retractable support is located approximately
i| half-way between the forward and rear bearings to support the rotor during]
blade-changing operations. Front bearing loads are transmitted to the
i outer case by means of five solid airfoil-shaped struts. A radial passage
IV-tO
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is provided in each strut for bearing lubricant• Rear bearing loads are
transmitted to the outer case by means of eight struts located aft of the
throttle valve• These struts are fabricated from sheet metal and are
fillet-welded into the inner and outer ducts. Eight hollow non-load-carrying
struts are located aft of the exit guide vanes for instrumentation leads
and the auxiliary rotor support.
Table IV-4. Blade Fatigue Life Test Results
SLOT CONFIGURATION MODE FREQUENCY, IMPOSED CYCLES TO
cps STRESS LEVEL, FAILURE
psi
i. No slot ist bending 400 60_000 1.44 x 106
No slot Ist bending 394 60,000 6.4 x 106
No slot ist bending 398 55,000 3.58 x 106
2. Long slot (10-90)* ist bending 385 25,000 5 x 106
(corners rounded)
3. Long slot (10-90) Ist bending 385 25,000 !0 x I06
(full radius)
4. Short slot (20-90) Ist bending 391 35,000 3.42 x 106
(full radius)
Short slot (20-90) Ist bending 408 40,000 1.72 x 106
(full radius)
5. Long slot (10-90) Ist bending 392 55,000 1.7 x !06
(full radius and
glass bead pee,ed)
Long slot (10-90) ist bending 390 60,000 5.2 x 106
(full radius and
glass bead peened)
6. No slot Ist torsion 1370 40,000 5 x 106
No slot l_t torsion 1420 48,000 0.85 x 106
No slot ist torsion 1422 64,000 4.9 x 106
No slot Ist torsion 1400 64,000 2.5 x 106
7. Long slot (10-90) Ist torsion 1140 50,000 2.2 x 106
(rounded corners 1160 55,000 1.7 x I06
and glass bead 1200 55,000 1.4 x 106
peened)
8. Slot with midspan Ist torsion 1215 50,000 I x 107
web (10-47, 52-90) 1270 50,000 5.7 x 106
(rounded corners 1251 45,000 i x 107
and glass bead
peened)
=
*Refers to percent span locations of slot ends.
IV-11 i
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The rotor, supported on infinitely stiff bearings, has a calculated
first critical speed of 10,300 rpm. The critical speed _:as calculated
using a computer program, based on the Prohl method of analysis which in-
cludes the shaft variable moment of inertia, th_ bearing an4 shear flexi-
bilities, the ,;entrifugal stiffening of the rotor, and the shaft coupling
flexibility.
C. COMPRE__SOR TEST FACILITY
The compressor test facility is shown in figure IV-9. Primary compo-
nents of the facility are a 375 slave engine, a two-stage exhaust ejector
system, a turb._ne drive system, and an ASME standard inlet duct. The J75
engine supplies exhaust gases to the turbine to drive the compressor or
to t==eexhaust ejectors for operation in a nonrotating mode. The turbine
drive system is rated at 7000 maximum horsepower at 8500 rpm. The two-
stage exhaust ejector system can maintain over i00 ib/sec airflow through
the compressor test rig when rotating stages are not installed and tP.e
turbine drive systen is disengaged.
Air eDters the compressor test section through a 78-foot inlet duct,
a plenum chamber, and a bellmouth inlet, and exhausts either directly to
the a._mosphere or through the two-stage ejector system. Airflow rate is
measured in the inlet duct using a thin plate orifice. The inlet duct
and plenum chamber are mounted on a track and can be rolled away from the
compressor rig to facilitate test configuration and instrumentation
changes.
!
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. SECTION V
SLOT FABRICATION TECHNIQUES
[.
Three methods for machining blade slots were evaluated from the stand-
|- point of (i) producing the desired slot configuration and (2) complexity.
I The evaluation of slot geometry and location resulted in slot configura-
tions that have constant exit thickness, root to tip, and constant chord
I- location; therefo='e, the main consideration for producing the desired slot
geometry was that of properly accounting for blade twist.
I
_ Electrical discharge machining (EDM) is the best general method for
producing the required slot geometries; three methods of EDM slot fabri-
"__ cation were considered in this evaluation.
The first method involves the use of a wire-cutting attachment added
y
to the basic EDM equipment, which allows a continuous, round wire electrodet
to pass through the blade. A conventional EDM electrode is used to produce
L a hole at the slot end so that the wire can be inserted. By means Gf a cam
arrangement on the EDM machine electrode head, the wire is moved along the
slot and rotated at an angle consistent with the twist of the blade. Two
wire passes produces the basic slot shape; the first pass completes one
f surface of the slot and the second completes the opposite side. The radii
k at the slot entrance and exit are blended by hard grinding to conform to
radius templates. The wire cutting method produces a satisfactorily con-
If toured blade slot, although extensive fixturing a_d cam arrangements are
necessary. For multiple slots, four or more passes are required to produce
the basic slots.
The second method involves the use of a short electrode that is tra-
! versed the slot. This like the wire cutting method,
spanwise along method,
would require a cam arrangement on tee e_ect_'ode holder to produce the
desired twist as the electrode travels from one end of the slot to the
other. Fixturing is required to hold the blade in a horizontal position
while the airfoil is pierced prior to using the formed electrode, whichis traversed with the blade in the vertical position. This method pro- _._
du_es a satisfactory slot shape; however, like the first method, it re-
m_
_! quires considerable fixturing and cam arrangements.
I
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i
q The third method involves the use of a single contoured electrode, i
helically ground to account for blade transit along the length of the i
slot. This method permits cutting the desired slot geometry without !
rotating either blade or electrode. The blade is held in a horizontal i
position and tilted at a predetermined fixed angle. The contoured tool
is traversed vertically into the work producing the desired shape. Fig- _
ure V-I shows the electrode shape and angle of entry for the root and tip
slot positions. This technique produces exactly the deslred slot geometry,
with no requirement for complicated fixtures or cam arrangements. This
method also eliminates the need for hand blending along the slot. A
notched tool would be used to cut a double slot.
- EDM Electrode Shape at Tip
B
._ r-Y - Plm.e B
x
! \/r Airfoil AI _ i ^
! _ Stacking Ll_ ___ _J
Direction of ]_k "_.,,_ _ i
ElectrodeTravel _ _ \ __ i
. .
,_ Section B B
.... l\ I Note - Airfoils not
toot =tra_ &_l _- EDM Electrode Shape Drawn to Scale
- o///_ li \ ,at_t
, _// _ _Airfoil StackinliPoint
"" Sketch of "_kN
I Helically.Ground Tool "_
__I Section A-A \
Figure V-l. Blade Slot and EDM Electrode Shape FD 14734
for Typical Twin Slot Airfoil
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i _ APPENDIX A
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS
1 I. VECTOR DIAGRAM NOMENCLATURE (See Figure A-l)
U Rotor speed, ft/sec
l V Absolute velocity, ft/sec
V' Relative velocity, ft/sec
Absolute air angle, deg
fl' Relative air angle, deg
Aft Air turning, fll " _2' deg
Subscripts :! t Blade row inlet
2 Blade row exit
z Axial component
e Tangential component
II. GEOMETRY DESIGN PARAMETERS (See Figure A-2)
c Chord length, in.o Minimum blade passage gap, in.
o* Critical blade passage gap, in.
S Blade spacing, in.
t Blade maximum thickness, in.
[! 3'° Blade-chord angle, deg
i Incidence angle, deg
m
-! 5° Deviation angle, deg
K Blade metal angle, deg
! a Solidity, c/S
i • Blade cambe: angle, K1 - K2, deg
PI " P2
_ Total pressure loss coefficient, _P1 ?i
i , Note: See subscripts under paragraph I, above.
llI. SLOT NOMENCLATURE (See Figure A-3)
A 2 Slot throat area Y2 x _, in2R Coanda radius, in.
_ _ Pressure surface radius, in.
A-I
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r 1 Slot leading edge radius, in.
. r2 Slot trailing edge radius, in.
s Spanwise dimension of slot, in.
t Blade thickness at intersection of slot
I centerline and mean camber line, in.
" Wst Total slot flow rate, ibm/sec
_p Primary flow rate, lbm/sec
YI Slot capture dimension, in.
I Y2 Slot throat dimension, in.
_. _ Angle formed by slot centerline and mean
camber line, deg
[i IV. MISCELLANEOUS
• 2
A Flow path annular area, zn.
i DF Diffusion factor
DL Loading level parameter i_, \2
Elim Limiting energy recovery, I - {V"s-)
\ Smax/
_ Distance from leading edge to minimumpressure point, in.
K Flutter parameter
L Length pressure rise, _
of measured from
suction surface minimum pressure point, in.
M Absolute Mach number' Relativ
N Number of blades
[I! pp Theoretical static pressure at intersection
of slot centerline and pressure surface,
for an unslotted blade, psia{ Ps Theoretical static pressure at intersection
of slot centerline _,nd suction surface,
for an unslotted blade, psia
[! P Total pressure, psia
q Dy_,_,i_p ,,u_,½_v2,p,,f(:g=32.17_,:/,,_2)
! R0 Reynolds number based on distance from
leading edge to minimum pressure point
Sa Adjustment factor - to correct for differencebetween predicted and observed separation
points
H
A-2
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' SP Separation point
Vs Suction surface velocity
_if Incidence parameter, deg
0 Boundary layer momentum thic_ess, in.
p Density, Ibm/ft3
Resonant frequency, cps
, _ v,.r ,v,1. vo.1 _vl [
Figure A-I. Velocity Diagram Nomenclature FD 15316
M I j,,
- S :
Figure A-2. Geometric Design Parameter_ FD 15314
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i
: _ r,
Rp Mean ChamberLine
!i
ChordLine
i 50%
Chord
! Figure A-3. Slot Geometry Nomenclature FD 15315
!
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. APPENDIX B
BLADE ELEMENT VECTOR DIAGRAM
AND DESIGN DATA TABULATIONS
Data tables in this appendix are referred to in Section III. Defini-
i
tion of blade element vector diagram and geometry nomenclature is presented
in Appendix A.
Note: Metal angles for the various airfoil series were determined as
follows :
65-series - Tangent to equivalent circular arc mean lines at
leading and trailing edges
63-series - Tangent to mean line at 0.5 and 95% chord locations
400-series - Tangent to mean line at leading and trailing edges.
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' APPENDIX C
SUMMARY OF IBM COMPUTER PROGRAMS
- UTILIZED IN THE ANALYSIS
AND DESIGN EFFORT
- Deck No. Description
3723 AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR CALCULATION - AFCC
The AFCC program is used to perform design calculations
and predict off-design performance for fan and non-
fan axial flow compressors. The program uses basic
aerothermodynamic equations, the continuity equation
- and Euler's equation of motion for compressible flow
- in cylindrical coordinates to predict the exit con-
, ditions for each row of an axial flow compre_,sor.
Blade losses and deviations are accounted for by
correlations obtained from two-dimensional cascade
test data for 400-, 65-, and circular arc airfoil
series.
3893 THEORETICAL CASCADE
The pvrpose of the theoretical cascade computer pro-
"3
!
j gram is to predict the pressure coefficients on,
and at selected points ahead of, an airfoil in cascade
i for two-dimensional incompressible flow. The method
of calculation combines features of conformal mapping
and source and sink singularities.
5062 CRITICAL SPEED
This program is used to determine the critical speed
of flexibly supported rotating shafts and computes
the natural vibratory frequencies and vibration mode
shapes, iI'_
} 3138 DISK STRESSES
!
Tangential and radial stresses are determined for I_
I rotating disks at 1/lO-Inch increments with the major _i_ ,
L,input of disk profile and load.1
C-1 ,_--
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[ ,
Deck No. Description ;
T
I" 4826 AIRFOIL STRESSES
I
This computer program calculates blade and vane
1 section properties at eleven radial stations and
airfoil stresses due to both gas bending loads and
I' centrifugal forces.
i
5036 ROTOR VIBRATION
This program is used for the study of flexural _'
vibrations for rotating disk and blade combinations.
1 Natural frequencies of rotating disk and blade
assemblies are determined together with the vibratory
i mode shape and relative stress distribution.
4966 BLADE VIBRATION
vibratory frequencies stat,_rs rotating
Natural of and
blades plus relative blade stress distributions are
calculated with this deck.
U
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APPENDIX D
SLOT FLOW AREA CALCULATION
The object of this analysis was to establish a consistent method for
determining the throat area for the rotor and stator slots. The pro-
cedure is based on consideration of the percentage slot flow determined
in the annular cascade program and an appropriate loading level parameter,
as follows:
st .st
-- = -- x DL (D-l)
_' w
P P
where:
DF blading
DL = DF annular cascace
where the right side of the equation Is defined on the besis of armular
cascade results and the prime nutation refers to arbitrary blading.
The equation used to define total slot flow is:
NA 2
_st =-_-_-_/2gp(pp - ps ) (D-21
where:
N = number of blades
A2 = Y2 x span (see figure III-5), in2.
pp theoretical static pressure at intersection of
slot centerline and pressure surface, psf [ --
Ps = theoretical static pressure at intersection of
slot centerline and suction surface, psf
D = density, Ibm/ft 3
g = gravitational constant
D-1 _,._
L
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I • Writing a similar equation for an arbitrary blade slot using prime
notation, and imposing the requirement of equation (D-l), the desired
relationship between A2 and A2 can be found:
A2 N _p " Ps _._x DL (D-3)_---- ! W
i where DL is a nondimensional loading level #arameter, and has a value
of _.0 for blading that has a loading level similar to that of the annular
I cascade stator.
' and A2 in terms of slot thickness, _, and span, s gives
Writing A2
_2 = s N _Pp Ps w'
Equation (D-4) was used to calculate values of Y_/DL _t the midspan
section for the three rotor and stator configurations. The value of
Y2 corresponded to that of annular cascade configuration No. 9 (fig-ure ill-10) an _' corresponded to de ign air low rates. The calculated
P
values of Y_/DL are listed below:
Rotor _/D L , in.
I 0.049
2 0.046 :_
3 0.039
Stator
1 0.048
2 0.043
3 0.036
il
D-2
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,_ • The loading level parameter values were determined by assuming that
the increase in percentage flow requirement is directly proportional
', to the increase in calculated midspan D-factor for the unslotted blading.*
On this basis the following slot width values are obtained for an annular
i cascade stator D-factor of 0.528
_q
', in.Rotor Y_/D L in. Rotor Midspan Y2
D-Factor
I 0.049 0.455 0. 045
f •
2 0.046 0.580 0.051
3 0.039 O.629 0.046
, Stator Stator Midspan
D-Factor
_i i 0.048 0.498 0.045
J
•" 2 0.043 0.568 0.046
3 0.036 0. 670 0.046
J
' = 0.050 inch was selected
For convenience, a constant value of Y2
for the three and stator This should provide a
rotor configurations.
slight margin of slot flow momentum at the lower loading levels, and
_, will ensure a minimum slot width of 0.048 inch when a tolerance of
J -+0.002 inch is specified.
l
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APPENDIX E
COMPLEMENTARY VIBRATION STUDIES
[
Exploratory tests were conducted at the UAC Research Laboratories
to determine the effects of various slot configurations on the gross
vibratory characteristics of a f]at plate that approximated the dynamic
characteristics of the design rotor blading° The basic plate and itsslotted modifications were cantilevered from the base support of the
magnetic bench exciter shown in figure E-I and driven at their natural
frequencies in various resonant modes by the oscillating magnetic field
of the bench exciter coils.
-,i
Ii z
H Figure E-I. Magnetic Bench Exciter FE 56193
E-I
H
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[: " The flat plates were cut from flat, cold-rolled steel stock, 2 inches
. wide by 1/8 inch thick, with cantilever lengths of 3.5 inches. The
I resonant response peak in each mode was determined both by an oscilloscope
display of the dynamic response of root strain gages and by the migration
I-
ll of particles of carborundum grit to nodal regions during the oscillations.
A camera was mounted above the test setup and photographs were taken of
Ii the nodal patterns for each mode. A composite of these photographs is
shown in figure E-2. In this composite, the first column shows the
li reference configuration, whereas the second, third, fourth, and fifth
columns show the first bending, first tension, double-torsion and second
bending modes, respectively. In every case, the connection webs betweenslots (or b tween a slot and the nd of plate) mprised 10% of the
plate span (or 0.35 in.), and the slots were 1/8 inch wide and located
at 55% of the plate chord. Thus, the single-slotted plate was slotted
over 80% of its span, the double-slotted plate over 70% of its span and
_ the triple-slotted plate over 60% of its span.
Figure E-2 shows that the effect of slots on the first bending mode
'_ _ is insignificant, and the effect on the first torsion mode is measurable\
only for the single slot, where the frequency is reduced by approximately
_ 10%. No data were obtained on the unslotted plate in the second bending
U
mode, but figure E-2 shows that the differences between the one- and
_ three-slot configurations are also insignificant.
The emergence of a double-torsion mode in the slotted configuration
_ is not particularly surprising because, over the spanwise extent of the
slot (or slots), the single plate is effectively the same as two similar
plates. The existence of a relatively sharply defined mode, with nodal
_ lines through the center of each subplate, is probably attributable to
the similarity in size of each of the subplates as well as to the
capability of the plates to interact through the connecting webs. A
significant aspect of this mode is the large increase in frequency
• _ associated with an increase in the percentage of span occupied _y the
web. Even with the single-slotted plate, the frequency of the double-
I torsion mode (3860 cps) is greater than 3 times the frequency of the first
I torsion mode (1156 cps). Thus_ although the effective chord of each
subplate of the slotted configuration has been halved, the frequency
E-2
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has been tripled; the resulting product of blade semichord and torsional
frequency, cOJ_ of the single-slotted plate is considerably greater than
that of the unslotted plate. The multislotted plates have even greater
increases in the value of c_.
Consider now the possibility of torsional stall flutter in the double-
torsion mode. As previously stated, the reduction in the blade semichord
will be more than compensated for by the increase in frequency, the cO_
of one of the subplates in the single-slotted configuration will be
approximately 1,5 times the c_ of the basic first torsion mode. Therefore,
if there is sufficient flutter margin for the first torsion mode, there
will be an even greater margin for the single-slotted double-torsioll
mode.
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